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A current trm4 it* the CJtelted States for the care of the
nationfs ill and aging population, stresses the value of the hos
pital in the restoration and rehabilitation of the patient, to1
_ *
gether with the provision of health guidance#
The philosophy of
the health professions emphasises the role of the hospital as an
educational medium, to reach the whole community, through outpat
ient care and preventive measures. a
Although hospitals vary as to type of control, as well as
to type of service rendered, an underlying need is seen to be
^
3
that of health education.
Approximately seventy per cent of hos1
"Rehabilitation Starts in the Hospital Bed," Hie Modern
Hospital. 93t98, May, 1%2; Esther tncile Brown, Newer Mmensions
of Patient Care (New York: Russell Sage F^undatiofl,' 1961)", 'p,r"lS|
and t. S, Gfoe'rke, "The Factor of Institutional Living in the Nation’s
Health#w American Journal of tnibl ic Health, 51 s517, April, 1%1#
2

Michael B# Palko, "Health Education in Ifospitals,M Canadian
Journal of Public Health, 505212, May, 1059j Dorothy Natts
"A Ccwwwbity-Based Vtome Care Prograa, Fart Ho," Hospitals, Journal
of the /tearlean Hospital Association, 37;62, February 1^, 1963;
and R, fT Bridgman, The Rural Hospital. Its Structure and Organisation
(Geneva.! WHO Palais Des Nations, 1955), p, 9.
3

Max Simpson, "Proolcm Clinic j The Outlook for 1963,n Profes
sional Nursing Hone, 4s2S, January, 1963; Brown, Loc, Cit,; Marion J,
Wright, Improvement of Patient Care (New York* G. Y>7 Futaan’s Sons,
1954), p, 10j and Mary Malone, Norman H# Eerkowitr and Malcolm h,
Klein, "Hue Paradox in Nursing," Hite American Journal of Nursing, 61s52,
September, 1961,

1

2

pitals ill tint United States are privately owned, or non-.govermiental in control*

4

i. the mmim
Statement of the Problem
This is a study to find out what patient-centered health
teaching programs are currently being carried on in medical insti
tutions belonging to the Association of Seventh-day Adventist Self*

Supporting Institutions*

The organization is composed of repre

sentatives of the General Conference of the Seventh-day Adventist
church and representatives of various private enterprises.
Scope
This survey included all of the A. $* I, medical institutions*

They number one hundred and twenty-sevenj and are widely

scattered throughout the continental United States*

Stated object

ives of the group include the relief of the siclt and afflicted, and
the advancement of (health) "reform,”** 5
Limitations
The study is limited to those medical institutions belonging
4

George Rosen, "Hospital.” Encyclopedia Americana (33rd ed*)#
XIV, 433.
5 '
"Iharpose and Objectives.” ASI Mews, 12*2, July-August, 1962;
and Ellen G. \ttite. Testimonies for the Church, Vol* VII <fountain
, o. 104.
View* Pacific fress T?
*

Term is further defined under section on terminology; and
will be referred to in this paper as the A* S. I*
Term is further defined under section on terminology.

3

to the A, s. I* whiefe. ar« governme nt-l icemoti to provide ovc rot gilt
cart to patients or guests; and does not include other type institu
tions *McfJ nay provide daily treatments or other medical services
to patients*
It is further limited to planned, patient-centered health
teaching programs*
Assumptions
1* Since the advancement of health "reform** is one of the
stated objectives of the imedical institutions surveyed; it is as
sumed that this particular group of institutions will have 90m
pl&med health teaching programs*
2* Although some institutions may he carrying cm only a min
imum of health teaching programs* it is assumed that administrators
of these institutions will demonstrate an interest in health educa
tion by participating in the survey*
H*

JUSTIFICATION OF «BB0 PCM THE STOTT

Health education has frequently been stressed as one of the
primary objectives of patient eare*^

Unless the patient understands

the underlying cause of his illness; and is educated as to how to
prevent its recurrence, the treatment is wily palliative*

Seventh-

day Adventists believe that the maintenance of health is a moral rc~

John Home, "the helical Officer look® at His Job," Canad
ian jc-urnal of public Health, 53il98, May, 1962; Frances Ikrpiiff,
"Oancents in H&ternS and CbiM Health," The American Jpujrgil. of
Arsing* 61iS4-87, Deceiver, 1961; and MA teaching WtSicf Slat Pay s. «»
.International Journal of Health Education, 5:38, March, 1962.

4

spotisibility of each

and in addition to this responsib

ility, it is Ms duty to educate others it* the principles of health?
ful living*
Hlen G* iMte has aptly expressed this philosophy
viiers sfie tcrotei
H^e Creator of man has arranged the living machinery of
tmt bodies* Beery function is wonderfully and wisely made*
And God has pledged Himself to keep this human machinery
in healthful action if the hasmn agent will ©bey His laws
and Cooperate with God , * * Hie first labors of a phys
ician should be to educate the sick and suffering in the
very course they should pursue to prevent disease.8
One of the problems directly affecting the patient-education
aspect of hospital care, has been the procurement of an adequate
number of professional nurses* 9

Hie shortage of professionally

trained personnel has given rise to the large-seale employment of
non-pr ole scion at, hos pi t al at tend ant s *

t&ether, with this program of

staffing, administrators are carrying on or are not carrying on plan
ned patient-centered health teaching programs, is a question that
needs to be answered*

It was for this purpose that a survey of health

teaching programs of cue. group of medical institutions has been under
taken.
7

Mien G. iMte, Oounsels on Health (Takoraa Parks Review and
Herald 'publishing Association,’1946), p* 258? and'. Mien G* Maite,
Testimonies for the Church, Vol. I (Mountain Views Pacific Press Pub
lishing Association, 1902), p. 489.
8

Blien G. Hiite, .l^dical Ministry (Mountain Views Pacific Press
Publishing ffesociation, 1932), |>p. 221, 222.
9
•'Advisory Group Sees ♦Critical Problems* Ahead in Nursing*”
Hospitals, Journal of ttie Aaericsn Hospital Association, 37121, 24,
March 16, 1963$ and Eugene Levine, '‘Iferse Staffing inTlospitals,**
The iteierican Journal of Nursing. 61*65-68, September, 1961*

5

in. rmmmi,om
Por the purposes of this paper, the specific terms shall he
defined as follows t
A. S. I. Medical Institutions
Tii© abbreviation A, 3. I, is the Association of Seventh-day
Adventist Self-Supporting institutions; an organization founded in
1947 at Cincinnati, Ohio.

It is composed of representatives cf IBS

diversified types of private Christian enterprises, and representa
tives of the governing body of the Seventh-day Adventist church.
In this group, there are subdivisions of istdicft! and nors-taediea.l

institution®.

tfmte the ter?si A, S. I. with the words "fcodiea! insti-

ttition** is used, it shall apply only to the hospital-type nodical in
stitution, which is licensed by the government to provide overnight
care for patients.

This term exclude® clinic®, treatment centers

and all other medical institution® which do not care for bed patients*

Bed Patient
A bed patient is an ill or aged individual who resides at an
A. S, I* medical institution overnight, and receives his meals at
the institution.
Health Reform
The term "health cefora,, Is peculiar t© seventh-day Adventists*
It embodies the philosophy that disease is caused by a violation of
the physical laws which govern the body; and that physical restor
ation results from implicit obedience t© these laws.*0
10

Bllcn G* yliite, Counsels on Met and Foods (T&kosm Park?
Review and Herald Publishing Association,’ 193S), "p'T 19.

6
Hie ’’advancement of (health) reform” as one of the objectives of
k, S* I* medical institutions, would include the education of the.
patient as to the laws of health and their significance in Ms to*tal well being*
Hospital
A hospital is a place where sick, injured or infirm persons
receive medical care of such nature that some patients are required
t© utilise a bed during part or all of their stay*
Patient-Centered Health Teaching Program
A patient-centered health teaching program includes only plan
ned health teaching centered around the patient*® illness, recovery.
and prevention of illness as related to the individual patient.
Professional Hurse
A professional nurse is an individual who has completed a
prescribed course of study; and has been licensed by the state to
practice as a registered nurse.
IV.

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY METHOD

A normative or descriptive survey was made to find out the
normal or typical practice of the institutions*

A simple, intact

group was selected since Meven by the most perfect of sampling
procedures, the research worker cannot be certain that he actually
has any better representative sample than when he takes an intact
group.

11

11

Carter V, Cfood md Douglas E* Scales, Methedg of Research
(Hew Yorks Appleton-Oeattiry-Crofts, Inc., 1954), ppm 602, 603.

7

Sine® the inatittitioas axe scattered throughout the continental
United States, the interview method was not possible,

It was also

felt that more- valid answers would be received if the respondents could
remain anonymous*

For these reasons, the schedule or questionnaire

was used* 12
Prior to the mailing of the regular survey questionnaires,
sample questionnaires with an explanatory letter were sent to denom
inational representatives of the A. $, I*, who were located in the
seme geographical areas as the institutions.

Their cooperation in se

curing participation in the project by member Institutions, was sought*
A resume of related literature and previous studies will be
presented in the next chapter.

Contributions of this literature with

implications to the study at hand, are pointed out,

A more complete

description of the methodology will be detailed; followed by a stat
istical analysis of the data, and its interpretation.

Summarization

of the study will be followed by conclusions and recoiasendat 1 ©ns of
the investigator, based upon the findings*
IV.

SUMMARY

Health education in the form of preventive medicine and re
habilitation of the patient is receiving increased emphasis through
out the country.

Although the need for health education in the hos

pital setting is *ell recognized, an overall view of the hospital-

12
Carter V* Good and Douglas B* Scates, Methods of Research
(Hew Yorkt Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc*, 1954), p* 604*

8

patient-centered health teaching program has been largely overlook
ed.

A survey of the patient-centered health teaching programs in
a selected group of medical institutions ms made to find out the
type and scope of health teaching programs currently being carried
on.

The normative survey was conducted by use of the direct-mail

questiemnaire.

It was hoped that this study might provide a found

ation for further studv as to the effectiveness of the current heal
th teaching programs as well as the basic causes for the lack of
these programs in some institutions*

CHAPTER II
RESUME OP RELATED 1 IT MATURE
A survey of related literature reveals that little has been
written on the subject of patient-centered health teaching programs
in hospitals.

Although the hospital provides an ideal environment

for teaching health education to the patient, this field appears
to have been largely neglected.

1

This chapter deals with a brief history of the development
of patient-centered health education; the health philosophy of the
Seventh-day Adventist church, and its role in the development of
the A. S. I.

I.

DEVELOPMENT CP THE HEALTH-TEACHING CONCEPT

Provision of care and shelter to the sick and debilitated
is a fundamental need of the community.

Methods of coping with

this problem have been present in some form in societies through
out the history of the world.

These arrangements have always been

closely linked to the varying economic and social conditions that
govern the lives of mankind.

a

Renard Clermont-Ferrand, "Health Education in the Hospital,"
Techniques Hospitallores. Medico-Sociales et Sanitaires, 17*41-43,
July, 1961; A. C. Ernstene, "Explaining to the Patient; a Therapeut
ic Tool and a Professional Obligation," Journal of the American- Med
ical Association, 165*1110-1113, November,’ i#57; and Esther Lucil#
Wd^T^gwe/^Diiie ns Ions of Patient Care (New York: Russell Sage
Foundation, 1961), p. 18.
2

George Rosen, "Hospital," Encyclopedia Americana (33rd ed.).
XIV, 427.
9

10

A brief resume of the early rtevelop’nent of hospitals and
their relatioji to health concept® will serve as a foundation in
portraying the role of health education in medical institutions
today.
Historical Shetch of Hospitals and Health Concepts
fissentailly, health education in hospitals did not appear
until the recent development of scientific methods of treating disease.

Medical treatment, however, was first separated from super-

stitution when cause and effect relationships were observable, as
in the case of battle injuries.

Surgery, without magic, was per-

formed four thousand years ago in Egypt, including the use of sur3

gical stitching.

Although %yptians have been classified as the

healthiest nation in the pre-Christian era; the most notable con
tribution to public health education and care of the sick, was made
by the Jewish nation in the .Mosaic law—actually a hygienic code.

4

Greek and Suddhist temples were probably the earliest forefunners of our modern hospitals; while institutional care in separ
ate facilities for the sick first appeared in Home.

A definite

connection between health and diet, exercise, cleanliness and dis
ciplined living habit®, was established in Greek health-temples of
twenty-five hundred years ago.5

3

Mary Risley, House of Healing: The Story of the Hospital
garden City: Doubleday & Company, Inc.,"T?61), p. 16.
4

John J. Hanlon, Principles of Public Health. .M»ini strati on
(St. Louis: The C. V. Mosby Company, Ib^sT,1^." W.
5
Risley, loc. cit.

11
The development ©f civilian hospitals hy the church, was
paralleled by the construction and maintenance of military hospitals
at strategic points*

Since the time of Christ the idealism of

Christianity has fostered the development of medicine as a means of
helping mankind.
In the early thirteenth century, control and construction of
hospitals in the east was primarily in the hands of rulers and pub
lic officials» while in the west, hospitals were predominantly monastic and guild-operated.

Tfee birth of the Renaissance, however,

ushered in the period of wfree thinkers,” and by the close of the
fifteenth century, .Europe was covered with a network of hospitals.

6

Prom the sixteenth to the seventeenth centuries, provision of med
ical care remained a responsibility of the local government; and a
decline in hospital care and medical knowledge was evidenced.

Heal

th education in these early hospitals was lacking due to the absence
of knowledge of the cause and nature of disease.

Mortality was high;

and in the mind of the public, the hospital was a stepping stone to
the cemetery.
Throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries a surge
in hospital construction occurred in Great Britain, the European
continent, and in the United States.

The invention of the micro

scope by Ludwig von Leeuwenhoek, during this era, made possible the
6

Rosen,

op.

clt .* * P. 428.

12
identification of disease organisms, which together with the intro
duction of aseptic surgery, ushered in medical science as we know
it today.
The first hospitals in the Americas may be traced to the
institutions founded by the Spanish cenquistodores in the sixteenth
century, which rcsesfcled those prevailing in Europe at that time*

?

Hie Modern Hospital, A Setting for 'fiealth education
American hospitals emerge today from their antiquated begin
nings as highly specialized organizations, mobilizing the skills of
widely divergent groups of professional and nonprofessional person
nel to provide a high level of care and treatment for patients*

8

There are about seven thousand hospitals of different kinds in the
United States today, providing daily care to an average of about
1,392,121 patients and employing a total of approximately 1,6 mil9
lion full-time people*
Of the 6,923 hospitals listed in 1961,
about 5400 are "short-termw or short-stay institutions of different
types, and the rest of the institutions are divided among long-term*
tuberculosis and psychiatric hospitals,
Man*s phenomenal progress during the past century, toward
better health and longer life, is indicated by the increase in the
7

Rosen, loc, cit*

8

Basil S* Georgopoulos and Floyd C. Mann, Hie Community (gen
eral Hospital Oiew York and London; Hie Macmillan Company, 1962), p* S*
9
"Hospital Statistics, 1961," Hospitals, Journal of the Amer
ican Hospital Association, 34j403-450, August 1,19^2,^Fart II*

13
average life expectancy in the felted States from, 28 years in 1789
10
to 70 years today*
In 1956t people over the age of 65 occupied
26 per cent of bed space in hospitals; and it has been estimated

that by 1970 they will occupy 34 per cent*

11

this increase in. the

older age population has brought about the development of the nurs~
ing home md the home for the aged type facilities* i r These pri
vately owned institutions have increased from a negligible number
in 1930 to between 25*000 and 30*000 in 1956*

l3

Social and economic changes in our civilisation have made an
impact on the hospital expansion program,

A problem which faces

the hospital industry today is the shortage of an adequate number
of professionally educated nurses with which to staff these insti
tutions.3^

To help meet the increased need for professionally

10
C. 1. Turner, C* Morley -Sellery* and Sara lotsise Smith*
School Health and Health Bducation (St. Louis j The C. V. >tosby Com
pany* y#wf9 p* i9.,r "’"H”1""
~~
ii
Rosen, o£. cit*. p. 433.
12
V. L. Hllicott,
State Program for the fevelopment of
Standards for Gbod Medical Care for the Aging, ” American Journal of
Public Health* 52j2003-2O99, December, 1963; Bail C, Stahlhut*^fespltal-cperated Nursing feme Fulfills A Promise," Hospitals, Journal
of the Mexican Hospital Association, 36:48 * 49* "^oiember l*' i§62;
l!aimel Rodstein and Frederick D* 2eman, "tltilization of a General
Hospital by the Population of a Modern feme for the Aged," Anerlean
Journal of Public Health, 5281401^1404* December, I960.
13
Ralph C* Williams and others* Nursing feme Management
York j F. ^* Dodge Corporation, 1959), p* vi.
14
Health, .Education and Vsblfare Trends t 1960 Edition, felted
States Department' of lie alt h, .Education and ‘.welfare, (V>hsbingtonj
Government Printing Office, I960), p* 15.
15
Goldia N. Barclay* "Beeping Trained personnel at the Bed
side ,** Hospitals, Journal of the ^erican Hospital Association, 37*
64-68, September* 1961*

14
trained wsrkers, the gGvttwmnt lias sade funds available through the
Uepartfient of Health, Mucation and l^lfairt, for the education and
training of sam types of jnedical workers,^
Hospitals today benefit from the long procession of discov
eries of past centuries.

They are centers of scientific laboratory

research with a strong sense of social responsibility to the commmity.

Professionally trained personnel make possible a therapeutic

program and a high level of patient care*

Thus the hospital pro

vides an ideal setting for the restoration, rehabillitation, and ed
ucation of the patient.
Baer ping Qmmpt of Patient-Centered Beal tb Bducation
The roots of hospital responsibility for education go back
to European origin.

Teaching of the health professions was included
IT
„
However, the early concept of hospit
as a part of their mission*
al health education, which still carries over soi^what today, embrac
es predominantly the teaching of medical sciences to students who use
the hospital as a working laboratory.

The basic concpet that the hos

pital provides am educational setting for both the patient and the
practitioner has been overlooked until recently.

xa

In recent years emphasis has been shifting in the medical and
16
Handbook on 'Programs of the United States Department of
Health, Education and f&lfare, public lie a 1th Services 0*Jasfiingtom
Government Printing Office, I960), p, 87.
1?

Rosen, cp* cit ♦ * pp. 432, 433.
18
Russell A. Nelson, ‘*The Hospital and Education,* Hospitals,
Journal of the American Hospital Association, 36:49, August iSV lWzj
and Nathaniel £ Faxon, The Ifosplltal"In Contemporary life (Lonc!onj
Oxford University Press, 1949), p, 183.

15
other health professions from almost exclusive concentration upon the
diagnosis and treatment of disease, to the diagnosis and treatment
„
19
of persons in their totality*
This concept is being reflected in
the type of care now advocated for patients.
:

Health education. In the modern concept, may be defined as
the translation of what is known, about health into desire able in30
dividual behavior patterns by means of the educational process.
Health education has become a necessity in order to meet the growing
number of health problems in everyday life, and to satisfy a thirst
To raise the level of people's health is
21
m essential requirement to their social and economic development.

for scientific knowledge,

Persons who become ill and are obliged to enter a hospital

w.

are in a psychologically receptive state particularly favorable to
22
health education activity.
Mill® health is not of great interest
to many well persons, the patient, as & result ©f his illness, has
become aware of the need for the restoration of his health and the
fact that some illnesses and injuries could be prevented.

An ex

planation to the patient concerning the nature of Ms illness, to
gether with the rationale of its management and prognosis, is one

k

19

Esther Lucile Brown, Htewer Dimensions of fatient Care {New
York: Russell Sage foundation, 1901), p, 5,
20

Ruth E. Grout, Health Teaching in ■Schools (Philadelphia! %.
tendon! W. B, Saunders Company, 1953), p, 2,
21
Etienne Serthet, "Health Education in the School," Inter
national Journal of Health Education, 3*18, January, 1960,
G, fetit-Mair® and R. Senault, "Health Education and the
Hospitals, ** Technique s Hoapitalieres »%dico-Sociales et San.itaircs,
17*187, April, 1961; and Nadine C, lewis, WA Study of the Home-Care
Instructicm Needs ©f tolostomy Patients** (unpublished Master's the
sis, tosta Linda University, toma, Linda, 1961), p, 1.
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of the most «ffeet.ive \my$ of securing cooperation in carrying out
treittsteiif * 23
Hie shift in emnhasis frm?! treatment of the disease to treat
ment of peoole has com® to include many aspects of teaching patients
24
and their relatives*
Changes in attitudes and environment in men
tal hospitals include the planned use of the physical and social en
vironment of the hospital for facilitating treatment of patients as
persons*

Hie new maternity and pediatric rehabilitation units of

general hospitals, opened since hbrld Wr II, have produced a great
ly enriched physical and social environment with opportunity for a
wide range of activities quite unlike the traditional aspects of
general hospitals*

'.Provision of this new environment appears to be

the "growing edge** within general hospitals in experimenting with
mom flexible kinds of patient care,
the trend in patient-centered health teaching to this date
see®..« to have been undertaken primarily by the nursing and social,
professions in relation to specific illnesses, such as j diseases
of the heart and blood vessels, diabetes, malignant tumor®, and
23

Brnsteme, loc* cit*j Minna Pie Id, Patients are People <New
Yorks Columbia University Press, 1953), pp* 3-20; Margaret C. win
ters and lee Gilmer, **The Murse*® Judgment and the Patient*® Understanding,** Hie ikacrlcim Journal of Nursing, 61:50, tescember, 1961;
and. Genee E* Vm Sant, MPatientsr"Problems are not Always Obvious, *
Hie American Journal of ’Nursing* 62:59, April, 1962.
24
Frederick T. Hill, ^Hospitals Must fiducate, ** hospital s*
Journal of the Moslem hospital 4s.sociation* 27:147, January^"l953;
and
Teaching Method that Pays,rt International Journal of Health
Education, 5:38, January-March, 1962)”,'" pm 'M' PetlwSre, loc. cit*
25
Esther tucile Brown, Newer Ijaensions of Patient Care (New
fork: Russell Sage Poundafion

17
26

special seeds $mn is mttrsal and child health*

Health teach

ing of patients in tuberculosis hcjspitals is an example of an ergaslsed type of teaching prs&r*?**

^hOe the planned natlent-ceiit-

ered health education program in hospitals has not ms yet cose Into
its #mf isdi^idualired patient-centered health teaching has gained
tepettrs*

27

Ihe trend toward rehabilitation already has grown to be

a major partner with nursing techniques in the overall cart and treatmeat program.

28

Iheimlgttes which are being utlliaed as tic pregram

of health education advances, include j planned bedside teaehl,«gf use
of exhibits# lectures, pamphlets, radio «9d tootion pictures.

Us

studies .are atrailabie to date m metsdl planned patieut-centered
health teaching programs in general hospitals*
!%it only is emphasis being placed upon the role of the hos
pital and its rcla-tioa to the patient’s rehab,11 itmtiofit but at pre
sent, there is a strong tendency to earpsnd the scone of ttie hospital
to coyer the whole earamuni ty through oat-pat lent care and prevent ive
measures,

Ihe rural hospital «say also cover health education in the

local community and. serve as a dmemstration center for general hygiene

Marjorie ay Is; ken, ♦'Teamwork at Rancl^o Los Migos,*' Mur sing
ibrld* X32tl0* August, 1958} and Frances Harpine, "Q&mepts'Tv ?St«rnal and Child Ibalth,« The Mmxiem Journal of Cursing, 61 j84-87.
Oece^ber* 1961*
.... T'lir''
~
27

mat Simp son, ^pmblem Clinics The Cmtlosk for 1963,** Prof
essional mir-sinr fkmvt Si28, January, 3963; and Bugene Ttllock, nM>lm
urmrAi^rC^lnternatlonal Journal of Health Mucaticm, 4j62*
April-June,
^
28

Simpson, on, cit.
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work.
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ii, swBNm-mY Atmmrists Am nmiw

bpucation

Seventh-day Adventists believe that a close relationship ex
ists between man’s moral and physical natures; and that sickness re30
suits from violation of the laws of Ood which govern man*© being,
Q?«rch doctrine hold® that the human body was the crowning work of
creation.

Nothing on earth excells in ingenuity the human brain,

or in dexterity the human hand.

In studying how to care for this

marvellous mechanism it Is important first, to understand how the
31
body is built; and secondly, how it functions.
One author has written that in these days of pestilence,
epidemics and other disease offensives, resistance to disease de32
pends, to a large extent, upon physical fitness,
Bllen J&ito affirmed that the majority of diseases which the
human race have been suffering under, have been created by ignorance
33
of its own organic laws.
The principles of rational therapy which
2$

D, A, Verstron, "Hospitals Should Share in a United Effort
with the Home, Church, School and Industry in the Role of the Health
Educator,” hospitais. Journal of the American Hospital Association,
30HI, JulyTTiW5rr"r(Wi es",TJ7 Letourneau1,1 "’^e^Reh'abiiitation "institute of Mentgeal—I," Hospital Management, 95:54, April, 1963,
30
Ellen G. lihite, Oounsels on Health (Mountain View; Pacific
Press Publishing Association, il23), pp, 37, 206; and Mien 6* itiite
Counsels on Met and foods (Takoma barkt Review and Herald Publish
ing Ass^laticn, 1938), p, 19,
Hubert O. Swartout, ISgw (jkij.de to Ifealtb (Mountain Views
Pacific press publishing Assoclati«m't**1143TT 1>. ?.
32

Mtwton Ivans, Percy T.* Magan, and George Thonasoti, 'Ihe
Itoc glr/sician and Guide to Health (Mountain Views Pacific Press
¥iMYsMng"AsWcTati~onVir1^23), p. 51.
33

Vhite, loc, clt.
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are advocate^ by the Scventh~day Mventist cbitrch include determiti*
ation of the cause of the illness followed by its correction; that
is, cessation ©f the violation of the laws of health; and lastly,
assisting the response of the body in its fight to throw off dieease organisms*
As early

34
as

December, 1865, the church advocated the estab-

lishraent of a health institute where the sick could be scientifical
ly treated for their diseases and also learn how to take care of
35
themselves so as to prevent sickness.
This institute, the Battle
Creek Sanitarium, was established in Michigan, before the turn of
the century.

The denomination later advocated the establishment of

sanitariums in different countries, to serve m centers from which
36
a work of healing, restoring and educating should be carried on,
firom the pen of Ellen G. f&ite, whose writings Seventh-day
Adventists believe to be of divine inspiration, comes the following
statement}
There is a great work to be done for suffering human
ity in relieving their sufferings by the use of the nat
ural agencies that Gad has provided, and in teaching them
how to prevent sickness by the regulation of the appet
ites and passions, , * Our sanitariums ar^an educating
power to teach the people in these lines*
34

Class lecture by Dr. Jack 0, Zwemar, ioma Linda University,
Loaa Linda, California, February 1, 1963,
35
Ellen G. thite. Testimonies for the Church, Vol. I (Mount
ain View: Pacific Press Publishing Association194$), p. 553; and
Ellen G. fcfcite. Counsels on health (Mountain View: Pacific Press Pub
lishing Association, 1923), p. 213.
36
37

Ibid,, p, 207*
Ibid • * pp* 206, 2H70
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Seventh-day Adventists have built and developed a chain, of
sanitariums and hospitals throughout the world*

The institutions

were established to serve in the restoration #f man physically., mentally and spiritually.

Some of these are church owned and operated;

others are independently owned and operated.

XLl sect; to carry out

the health objectives.

in*

nmmmmm my mom

op tme a, s, i.

Individual member a of the church have sought to establish
medical institutions founded upon the principles advocated in the
books by Milan G» Hiite.

These privately owned and operated insti

tutions, established independently of to main church organization,
were designed to give "rational" therapy and provide health educetion as outlined by the church.
A. $, I.

They were the forerunners of the

38

The governing body of the Adventist church, recognizing the
value of these institutions in forwarding the .medical missionary
objectives of the church, and the advantages which would be avail
able to these institutions by uniting their efforts in a common or
ganization, set up a commission to foster rural living and self-sup39
porting missionary work in North America.
The A, S* I* was officially organized at the Gibson hotel.
38

General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, Minutes of
the Mitxmn Council, Grand Rapids, Michigan, October, 1945, pp. 27-39.
39
J. I. Robinson, "proceedings of the Autumn Council," The
Advent Review and Sabbath Herald, 122i2-8, DeceriJcr 27, 1945*
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dnciiuiatig Cisio, in 1947, with a Charter membership of 25*

40

Ite-

nominationaJ representatives located in the local and union con
ferences of the church, were designated A* S# I* secretaries, t©
assist in coordination of individual institutions and the A, 9* I*
During its 15 years of existence, the A. $. I, has frown to
include IBS institutions of diversified types* ^

Its members are

scattered widely throughout North Americas and its stated purpose
is n*o establish self-supporting enterprises of Christian character,,
which will aid in the 1mstoning of Christ's return* M

42

Administrators must fee members of the Seventh-day Adventist
churchj and maintain the facility in accordance with the state licens
ing requirements and. church objectives, to fee eligible for admission
43
into the A* $* I*

The 127 medical Institutions in this group are distinctive
in that while they hold to the general standards of their respect
ive licensing agencies, they also have church standards as guides to
spiritual emphasis*

Their objectives indicate an active interest in

patient education for health*

44

40

?£$ley Amundsen, "The my the lord Has Led Us,w Report of
Siennial Convention, Association of Seventh-day Advontl.$t~"SeIf^Sttrportm^ ‘instrtntions (ima Lind'a, CalITorniai Association, of Seventhday Adventist'Se1Supporting Institutions, I95f), ppm 25-27*
41
Directory of the Association of Seventlw»day Adventist SelfSupport in™[nsti tutions, A^l^eSfeer a I’lip Eos ter Prepared fey the Hoard
(Tatoma ParkT "Association of Seventh-day Adventist Self-Suprsorting
Institutions, 1962), p|>* 14-71*
42

wPurpoawr and (fcjectives,* ASX News, 12s2, July-August, 1.962*
***“ ——
Constitution and fy-taws of the .Association of Seventh-day
AdventIst Self-Supporting Institutions, 195B Edition Clashingtonr As
sociation of Seventh-day Adventist Self-"Supporting Institution s, 1958,
P# 5#41
'♦Purpose and Objectives,H ASI News* 12:2, July-August, 1962*
43
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A survey of the patient-centered health teaching programs
in the group, has been the object of this study.
I?*

SUMMARY

Health education in the hospital setting was relatively im~
kn&m until tlie development of scientific 5iethods for treating disease.

Modern hospitals today, are highly specialised organisations,

mobilizing the skills of many professions; and providing a high lev
el of patient care.
Hie value of the hospital as an educational institution for
teaching the health professions has been increasingly recognized?
but its value as a setting for patient-centered health teaching has
been, until recently, largely overlooked*

Recognition of the pat

ient #s needs and his readiness for health teaching in the hospital,
has opened the way for health teaching specifically related to his
illness*
Seventh-day Adventists, long recognizing a relationship be
tween man's moral and physical natures, advocated a century ago,
the establishment of a sanitarium to care for patients and- provide
health education for them*

4s a result of the writings of Bllen 0*

Whiter, many sanitarium and hospitals have been established through
out the world by the church, dedicated to scientific care of patient#
and the provision of health guidance for them.*
Various private enterprises, established with church object
ives, united is 1547 to fora, in conjunction with the church, the
Association of Seventh-day Adventist Self-Supporting Institutions*
Medical institutions in this group number 127? and they include :

23
hospitals, sanitariums, nursing hmvs* rest homes, hoeues for tlus &»
ged and one home for crippled or retarded children.

this study is

concerned vith the planned patient-centered health teaching programs
in this group.

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE OF INVESTIGATION AND SOURCE OF DATA
This section of the study is devoted to a description of the
method of study and technique chosen to carry out the investigation.
The source of data, or sample is also descrihed.
I.

METHOD OF PROCEDURE

To achieve the objectives of this study, the descriptive survey method of research was chosen.

This fact-finding method serves

to describe the characteristics of a group of institutions or indi1
It is an organized attempt to
viduals, and to identify trends,
analyse and interpret the present status of a social institution; and
deals with a cross section of the present situation.^

The data, as

is the case in this study, are commonly secured through personal
questionnaires, with the chief features of the report involving
enumeration, classification and identification.^
II.

THE PREPARATION

It is axiomatic that gathering valid statistics la any social

^Carter V. Good, and Douglas E. Scates, Methods of Research
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1954), p. 577.
York:

^Frederick Lamson Whitney, The Elements of Research (New
Prentice-Hall, Inc *» 1950), p. 161.
%ood, g£. cit., p. 580.
24

as
area, is a venture in cooperation*

Particularly is this trm where

the questionnaire technique is used*
Preliminary Letters
Since it is recognised that valuable assistance is available
through established committees of leaders and individuals ir the se
lected field, these resources were utilized in planning for the sur4
vey. A letter describing the proposed survey was sent to the secrotary-treasurer of the A. S# I* one month before the questionnair
es were mailed*

The secretary-treasurer is a representative of the

General Conference of the church; md also serves as editor of the
organization's bi-monthly publication, ”ASX News," ife responded with
a letter of support, and also enclosed information of value to the
Study*

5
letters

and s^ple questionnaires were then sent to denom

inational A* S* I, representatives located in the union conferences
of the church in the United States,

It was hoped that these mnt

wlio are appointed to assist in furthering the development of A* $+ I*
institutions, would help to promote interest and participation in the
survey.

Although a reply was not expected, four of the representa

tives responded with letters expressing their willingness to assist
in the study.
III,

SOURCE OP DATA

Gm of the major problems in research is that of securing
4
See Appendix X,
5
See Appendix II*
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data that represent wliat the investigator is aitesipting to find*
Groups studied hy investigators* particularly in descriptive-survey
research, are usually classified according to the nature of the
group under study.
Sasmling

n I will >wnwfri »»WI»iOKW!«iiB8»

Cue group of individuals or institutions which my he sur
veyed (as is the case in this study), consists only of persons ob
served; that is, the population is identical with the "sample** observed in the study*

Use second la a group of individuals, which

forms a sample from a larger group or population from which the in6
vestigator wishes to derive statistical inference.
There were 127 A, S, I, Medical institutions located, in 33
different states; therefore, it was not difficult to survey the en
tire or "intact* group.
of sampling errors,

This procedure eliminated the possibility

The current 1962 A,3,I, directory was obtained

and uiiiieed to identify and locate the desired institutions.

Fig

ure 1 portrays the geographical distribution of the institutions
surveyed.
Since the entire group was used for the study, a pilot study
was not conducted.

The selected group, being unique in their stated

objectives and organisation, made it impossible to find other parti
cipants to pre-test whose answers would have been similar to the
group being studied.

Pre-testing any members of the intact group

would lend a bias to the main survey.
6
Good, op, pit,, pp, 597, 59$,
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Itevclopment of the Questionsaire
In order to secure the desired data, the investigator chose
t© use the aitestiorrnaire, a form distributed ihrmirb the mail.

This

teebrimi# seeaed best adapted to the problem * m it tends to stand**
ardiate and objectify tlie observations of different eaumerators by
singling out significant aspects of the situation#

It also lends

itself widely in descriptive^survey d&tfwg&thering, to secure infor
mation from widely scattered sources#
Xt is recognised that the legitimate use of the questiotumir#
is iimited either to ©pinions or facts which are known to the indi
vidual responding to it*

?

A disadvantage in all direct-mall tech

niques, which is also recognised, is the tendency to have a small
percent an® of returns, soiae of which may he inadequate in detail.
Therefore, in the preparation of tlie questionnaire used in
this survey, the investigate? attempted to utilise questions about
facts which would be known and of interest to the administrators#
Criteria
S
A questionnaire was set up in line with the objectives of
the study so that the responses would provide valid data? that is,
the body of data would answer the basic question for which the quest
ionnaire was designed#

It was also designed so that responses would

per^fit the desired analyses for practical application of the findings#
7

j. Prances Runnel, An Intrcdnetion to Research Procedures in
Education (New York* Harper and brothers, Publishers, 1958), p# 877**
dee Appendix V#
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A further consideration in construction resulted in the question
naire being short enough so that administrators would not reject it
as too time-consuming to be completed.

The questions were based on

objectives of the organisation, as this was believed to be an area
of interest to administrators.

Two open-ended questions were de

signed to obtain some flexibility and to provide depth to the over
all response.

Questions were worded in such a way that responses

would not fee embarrassing to the individual, and thus prejudice his
reply.
The first section of the two-page questionnaire entailed a
description of the establishment as to type of facility, number of
beds for which the institution was licensed, and the average daily
patient census.
The second section dealt with the number and kinds of employees.
The third section of the questionnaire elicited Information about
health teaching programs--the type and techniques used.

Respondents

were asked if they would like to have a report of the study.

Spaces

for the respondent’s signature and title were marked f optional.
Directions for completing the questionnaire were placed at
the top of the first page, and further instructions were included In
sections where needed.

Responses were elicited in the form of an MXr

to be placed in the box representing the correct answer.

The open-

ended questions allowed freedom for self-expression.
A questionnaire was mailed to the administrator of each of the
selected institutions.

With each questionnaire was enclosed a

cover”

3©
9
letter

to introduce the investigator, explain the purpose of the

surveyt and invite participation.

A return self-addressed, stamped

envelope ms enclosed. Qsm month later, non-respondents were sent
10
a follow-pp letter
with another copy of the cpjes tioenaire. Table I
illustrates the distribution of respondents according to geographical
locations.
Of n total of 137 cn^stionmires mailed, 101 returns were re
ceived.

This represents a total of 79.5 per cent.

The data obtain

ed from these questionnaires will be presented and. evaluated in the
next chrnter*
IV.

SlMM&iUf

The descriptive-survey method of research was chosen for this
study, a? it was the method best adapted to the problem at hand.
Use direct-mail questionnaire technique was employed, due to the great
distances involved between the institutions surveyed.
Preparation for the survey included letters to organisational
representatives, with sample questionnaires enclosed.

As the total

masher of institutions to be surveyed was 127, it could be said that
an intact group was surveyed.
A questionnaire, developed with the objectives of the study
in mind, was adapted to the Interest and tnowtedfe of the respondents.
Accompanying the questionnaire, which was mailed to administrators of
the selected institutions, was an explanatory letter stating the pur9

fee Appendix III.
10 ,
’o«e Appendix IV.
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TMlt, I

Qkoauph icm. m .vm i wti ur?

of msnts

lilTH MUN3ER RHTOTINO

St t te

jftwijts Eepotting

Alabmma
California

2
17

State

^nbet

?€i*Bes©t«i

a

^Mississippi

1

Cblorado

6

Montana

2

Connecticut

1

f^ew York

3

Florida

3

Hortb Carolina

5

Idaho

1

trnio

2.

Illinois

1

Oregon

4

Indiana

1

PennsylVABia

4

Iowa

2

Rhode island

1

Kansas

3

Tennessee

3

Kentucky

I

Virginia

2

Mains

2

Pas lj infton

6

Maryland

6

Msconsin

2

lyominf

1

Massachusetts
Michigan

6

Total

38

38

»

96*

*

Five of the responses «ere onus able f and are not represented
in this table.

fa
pose of tfee study and introducing the Investigator«

A follow-up

letter and duplicate questionnaire mtm mailed one month later to
non-respondents.
received.

Of 127 questionnaires nailed, 101 responses were

CliAFTBR IV
PIPINGS, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF BATA
FROM HEALTH TEACHING SURVEY
Findings from the survey are presented in this chapter, and
are analyzed and interpreted under the major divisions of the question
naire*

These includej (1) type and si^e of A* S. I. medical institu

tions, (2) employees in institutions surveyed, and (3) planned patientcentered health teaching programs in A* 5. I. medical institutions*

A

summary of the findings and interpret at ion follows the presentation*
I.

TYPE km SIZE OF A* S. I* MEDICAL INSTITUTIONS

Of the 101 institutions whose administrators responded to the
questionnaire, approximately 50 per cent represented nursing homes*
The next largest group was hospitals, followed by rest homes, conval
escent homes, boarding homes and psychiatric sanitariums.
for crippled or retarded children was also represented.

Cite home
Five of the re

turns were unusable, due to closure of the institution or non-member
ship in the A. S. I.

Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of respons

es by type of institution.
For clarity of presentation, and purposes of comparison and
analysis, data from institutions caring for similar types of patients
1
have been grouped together making three major categories. These in1

Statistical consultation, Robert fcr. Wbods, 1%. B*, Statisti
cian, Lorn® Linda University, Loma Linda, California, April 22, 1963.
33
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Closed
exit

Convalescent
Homes

Boarding
Homes
Psychiatric
Sanitariums

Home for
Crippled
Children

X (3) V5)

(6)

/Rest Hoses
(9)

Hospitals
<21)
Nursing Hoses
(54)

FI CURB 2

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES
BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION
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elude s (!) data from hospitals,

(2) data from nursing homes and san-

**

itariums.

and (3) data from rest homes,' convalescent ho«st hoard

ing homes and homes for crippled children.

*#*

The writer recognires

the fact that the types of institutions which have been grouped into
the three categories do not follow a universally typical pattern; but
it appears t© follow the trend in most of the states.
location of Institutions
The hospitals whose administrators participated in the survey
were located in 13 states.

The sanitariums and nursing homes were

located in 23 states, and the rest home-type facilities were found in
nine states.
tion.

Some state© were represented by more than one institu

There are no A, $. I. medical institutions in 17 states; and

in addition to this fact, four states arc not represented in this sur
vey due t© an incomplete response to the questionnaire.

'The largest

number of participating institutions was located In California.

Tabic

II shows the location, by states of the three types ©f institutions
with the number reporting from each state.
Size of Facilities by humber of Licensed ^eds
The hospitals included in the survey were licensed for a total
of 1,511 beds or an average of 72 beds per hospital.

Hursing borne8

and sanitariums were licensed for 2,604 bods, which averaged 47.4 beds
*

Institutions which care for acutely ill or surgical patients.

**

Institutions which care for long-term, geriatric-type bed
fast patients, or mentally ill patients.
***

Institutions which care for geriatric-type ambulatory or
semi-ambulatory patients.
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TABLE II
LOCATION BY TYPE OF A* S. I. MEDICAL INSTITJ*TIOKS
RESPONDING TC> QUiSTIOhmilS

Location
by

Hospitals

Nursing Domes
Sanitariums

0

2k

5

4

0

5
1

State

Alabama

California
Colorado
Connectxcot
Florida
Idal©
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Lens as
Kentucky
Maine
Maryland
Mas saclmsetts
Michigan
H&mmmfii

Mississippi
Montana
New York
North Carolina

f>

1
0
0
0
0
1

2
1
1

1
2

2

1
1
2

0
0

0

6

1
1
1
0
0
2

4
5
1
0
2
2
1

Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Hhode Island
Tennessee
Virginia
lashington
Wisconsin
doming

1

1

0
3
0
0
0
0

0
0
2

Total

21

1

1

0

4

Rest Ibises
Convalescent
ibises
Boarding
Ibises
ikme for Crip
pled Children
0
S

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
2
0
0
2

1
0
0
1

5
2

ft

0

1

57

18
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per home; dad the remaining institutions were licensed for 366 beds.
making an average of 19 beds per institution for the rest home-type
group.

The survey represented a total of 4,481 beds.
By size breakdown, as shown in Table III, most of the insti

tutions were licensed in the 26-39 bed category.

About one-third of

hospitals, one-half of the nursing home group and one-half of the
rest home-type group were located in this category.

The second highest

category for both the nursing home group and the rest home group was
in the 11-25 bed range; while in hospitals, the second highest cate
gory represented was in the 100 and over range.

Hospitals tended to

be licensed for more beds than either of the other two groups.

Rest

home-type facilities tended to be licensed for fewer beds than either
of the other groups.
Occupancy of Institutions
The total average daily census reported by all hospitals*
equalled 1,139 patients.
per cent.

Occupancy for the group represented 75.3

Nursing homes and sanitariums reported* a total daily

census of 2,487 patients, with occupancy averaging 91.9 per cent.

All

other institutions in the study reported** a total average daily census
of 280, with an occupancy of 91.8 per cent.

The total average daily

census for the three groups equalled 3,906 patients.
Occupancy was found to be much higher in both the nursing home
group and the rest home group, than in hospitals.

This is probably

*0ne institution in the group failed to report this item.
**Two institutions in the group failed to report this item.
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TABLE HI
SUM OP A* S. I. MEDICAL INSTITUTIONS

by

Licenser! Beds
(Number of)

wmm

liospitals

of

ticmsm mm

Nursing Itees
Sanitariusas

Hest Ifemes
Convalescent
iiOBieS

Boarding
ikyms
I&m for
Crippled
Children

1-10

0

2

5

11 - 25

4

17

7

26-50

8

25

6

60 — 99

4

7

0

5

6

0

21

57

18

100 ami over

Total

39
due to the difference in type of patients cared for in the institu
tions*

Chronically ill, or geriatric-type patients found in nurs

ing feosaes and rest ho®es# tend to be more permanent institutional
residents than do hosnitaJ patients, which tend to remain hospitaliaed only while acutely 111*

the rapid turnover of patient residents

in hospitals may also be due in part, to higher cost of care in these
institutions*
XX*

BMPiCYESS IN INSTITUTIONS SURVEYED

'Ihe section of the questionnaire which dealt with employees.
elicited data as to the number and type of paid employees#

Part-time

employees were classified with full-time employees in all categories,
as the questionnaire did not specify the percentage of full time hours
worked by these employees* This item could not, therefore, be separ2
ately analyzed*
The per cent of part-time workers as related to the
total number of workers, was not calculated due to inconsistencies re
ported by administrators*

*

The data from this section were felt to be significant only as
they

re related to the number of patients for Which the employees

are responsible, and the amount of patient-centered health teaching
2
Statistical consultation, Robert N* Kbods, Ph.D♦ * Statisti
cian, I.oma linda University, loma Linda, California, April 22, 1963*
•*
Some administrators listed all employees in the part-time
section; others failed to complete the section; while in other quest
ionnaires, the total number of employees 4id .not e?iual. the sum of
tlie part-time employees and the ful’i-ifi^iB;•employee's
-. •.
‘v

:
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being done in the institutions.
£x&m the average <3ally census.

3

The patient load was calculated
It was believed that non-nursing

personnel, such as employees in 'X-ray, laboratory, dietary and other
departments. Could participate in patient-centered health teaching}
and they are therefore, included in this analysis,

findings from

this section are further treated In the section on health teaching.
Physicians in A, S. I. Medical Institutions
Timm appeared to be some confusion in the reporting by re
spondents in the section of the questionnaire which dealt with the
number of employed physicians,

-Some of the questionnaires die! not

list any doctors, while iti other®, a number was reported} but ad

ainistraters stated that they were not on the payroll.

it was felt

therefore, that data from this particular item could not be accurate4
ly analysed.
It is possible that staff physicians are performing
professional services for patients, and charging the patients direct
ly for their services,
Registered Nurses in Institutions Surveyed

>wwniw>ifaii

mum#

mmnwin mm ............ . fnwiiMiwymwpm

A total of 8$ institutions reported* hiring 427 registered
In the If hospital,® whose questionnaires >jere analysed in

nurses.

this section
3

**

311 registered nurses were employed.

Statistical consultation,
cian, Loma Linda University, Toma
^Statistical consultation.
cian, 'Lemia Linda University, Loma
*

Robert
Linda,
Robert
Linda,

Compared with

% ftbods, Fh.%, Statisti
California, %y 16, lf63,
!*f. hbods, Ph,D,, Statisti
California, April 22, 1963.

light questionnaires were unusable in this section, due to
incomplete reporting,
**

Tm questionnaire® were unusable in this section due to in
complete reporting.
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the average daily census of this grotip, this ntsnber %'otild represeat
an average of one registered mirse to every three (3.6) patients*
This ratio includes the wtsfoer of nurses eisployed part-tiise and on
relief; so it probably does not exist on any one day.
The 55 institutions responding to this item in the nursing
hosie group, reported hiring a total of 100 registered nurses.

The

ratio for this group was one registered nurse to 22 <22.6) patients.
Hie rest home-type institutions reported

a total of severs register-

ed nurses hired; mating a ratio of one registered nurse to every 38
(38*5) patients.
Differences in these ratios appear to reflect the respective
goverriMental licensing personnel requirements, based on the type ©f
care required by patients in these institutions.

Acutely ill pat

ients, found in hospitals, usually require more skilled nursing
care than do most geriatric, bedfast patients found in nursing homes.
Rest taies and related facilities care for patients who are often,
if not entirely, ambulatory, and. may require only custodial care.
Table 1? shows the ratio of registered nurses to patients in the
three different types of institutions*
Other Cl ass if ications of ftaployees
Mditiona! findings about kind® of enployees which were elicited in the questionnaire, included tine number of licensed prac-

"Owo questionnaires were unusable In this section due to in
complete reporting.
it*

hour questionnaires wire unusable in this section due to
incomplete reporting.
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imLb iv
Pii&SONNSi.-PATIENT RATIOS PCUH9 IN TMEB
txnm op MBmcAi. institutions

Type of
Msdical
Instittitioit

Registered
NursePatient
Ratios

Other
licensed
Nursing
Practical
(Vocational) Person-'
nel«*
NursePatient
Patient
Ratios
Ratios

Non-nursing
PersonnelPatient
Ratios

Hospitals

% t 3

1 5 7

1 s 2

1 s 3

Nursing Hones,
Sanitariuais

X i 23

1 : 18

1 t 3

1 i 5

^

1 i 21

1 s 5

1 s 6

Rest Homes,
Convalescent
Homes,
Boarding
Homes

1

j
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"Ileal (vocational) sorse#* the nvmfaet of other persons giving nursing
care, and the mataher of employees who imte not giving nursing care.
As has been pointed out earlier, it was felt that employees in Way,
laboratory, dietary and other departments, who are not giving nursing
care, might also be participating in patient-centered health teaching*
Hie ratio of other employees to the average daily census has been cal
culated, and presented with the ratio of registered nurses in Table I?,
Interpretation of the data shewn on Table IV indicates that
hospitals show a higher ratio of employees to patients in all categor
ies*

Tim most notable difference is seen in the ratio between regis

tered nurses and patients in the three types of institutions,

dos-

pitals have eight times as high a registered nurse-patient ratio as
do nursing homes, and over twelve times as high a ratio as do the rest
hoaes.

The rati© of licensed practical nurses follows the same trend;

but with much less difference in ratios between the three groups.

The

nursing home group shows a higter employee-patient ratio in all cate
gories than does the rest home group.
These findings are interpreted .as being closely related to the
type and amount ©f care required by patients in the three types of
facilities.

It is further pointed out that registered nurses are re

quired in operating room and maternity departments, which are services
found only in hospitals.

This fact also probably accounts for the

higher nurse-patient ratios in hospitals*

m* TtAMNBD vATxmtT-cmrmm

heaith teaching programs

Of the 21 hospitals responding to this section of the quest-
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iomiairef six indicated they were doing planned patient-centered
health teaching:.
hospitals.

This represents a total of 28.5 per cent of tlie

Of the 57 nursing homes, 18 institutions or 31,5 per

cent indicated they were doing health teaching,

The regaining facll-

itiea reported a total of five institutions doing health teaching.
which amounted to 27*7 per cent of their group.

Figure 3 shows the

percentage within each group reporting patient-centered health teach
ing*

It was originally felt that a relationship v^ould exist between
the ratio of professional nursing employees and the type and amount
of health teaching being clone in the institutions,

For this reason.

the employee ratios in relation to the presence or absence of health
teaching programs have been calculated, and are presented in Table V.
Analysis of the data from hospitals

$

shows that planned patient-

centered health teaching programs are present in institutions which
show a lower registered nurse-pat lent ratio than in institutions which
show a higher nurse-patient ratio.

The same appears in the ratios for

licensed practical nurses and health teaching.

The auxiliary nursing

personnel and the non-nursing personnel, as related to planned pat
ient-centered health teaching, showed little difference in hospitals
which had health teaching programs, and those which did not.
Interpretation of the data would indicate that there is little
relationship between the number of professional nurses as related to

Two questionnaires were not usable in the ratio analysis due
to incomplete reporting in the employee and patient census sections*
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•

it',is

'/ 2s.s %y

'/sy/A
Nursing Homes ^ Sanitariums

Rest tbraes. Convalescent Ftomes, Boarding Homes

/X//
:?.7 % /

z

I

O

lO

ZO

30

4-0

SO

60

70

1

80

i
90 700

Percentage of Total Reporting
PICURB 3
PBRCBNTAGB OP INSTITUTIONS HAVING HEALTH TMCHING
PROGRAMS WITHIN TI W.EE GROUPS

Health Teaching
Programs

[

No Health Teaching
Progr ms
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rmiM v
EMPLOY BE- PAT IBNT RATIOS IN RELATION TO
PAT I BN T- CENTER .Ei) HEALTH TEACHING PROGRAMS

ikm-nwc&ing
Otlier
Nursing
personnelPersonnel- Patient
Patient
Ratios
Ratios

Registered
NursePatient
Ratios

Licensed
Practical
NursePatient
Ratros

1 s 3.9

l t 9.4

1 ! 1.6

1 : 2

1 t 2.8

1 $ 6.2

1 s 1.8

1 : 3

Nursing Houses,
Sanitariums
Having
Health Teach
ing Programs

1 ? 19.6

1 j 20.5

1 8 2.7

1 : 5

Nursing Ibmes,
Sanitariums
Not Having
Health Teach
ing programs

1 s 24.7

1 s 16.3

1 i 3.3

1 s 5.4

Rest Home-Type
Facilities
Having
Health Teach
ing Prograias

1 t 15.6

1 s 11.7

1 j 11.7

2 j 6.7

Rest Home-Type
Facilities
Not Having
Health Teach
ing programs

1 s 55.7

1 s 24.6

1 i 4.2

1 i 6.1

Health
Teaching
Status ef
Institution

Hospitals
I laving
Health Teach
ing Programs
Hospitals
Not Having
Health Teach
ing Programs
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the patient load, and the presence of planned patient teaching*
Howtrveir, it is pointed out that the Imitations of this study do not
include incidental p&tient~centered health teaching, which the nurs
es may he doing*

It is possible that nurses are doing planned, pat-

ient-centered teaching on the wards $ but hme not reported these
programs to the administrator.

lie would not, therefore know of, or

report these programs.
Nursing homes and sanitariums show

*

a much higher registered

nurse-patient ratio in institutions having planned patient-centered
health teaching, than those which do not*

There appears to be lit

tle difference in other employee-patient ratios and the presence or
absence of planned teaching programs.

The registered nurse-patient

rati© and licensed practical nurse-patient ratio appear to be much
higher in the rest home-type facilities

**

which reported planned

patient-centered health teaching, than in those which did not have
such programs*

Auxiliary nursing ratios were lower in this group

of institutions among those which reported health teaching, than in
those with no planned teaching.
Interpretation of these data, would indicate that a definite
relationship appears between higher registered-nurse patient ratios
and the presence of health teaching in these institutions.

This is

probably due to the fact that many nursing homes and rest homes are
T

Two questionnaires were not usable in the ratio analysis due
to incomplete reporting in the employee and patient census sections.
#■*

Pour questionnaires were unusable in the ratio analysis due
to incomplete reporting in the employee-patient census sections*
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operated by registered nurses, or licensed practical nurses; and
any planned patient-centered health teaching: xvould be known to theta,
and be reported.
The limitations of this study with regard to the understanding
of what is meant by planned patient-centered health teaching programs
on the part of administrators and non-professional operators, makes
a specific valid interpretation of relationships of these data impossible.

It may be said that the findings of this section may in

dicate a trend, and serve as a basis for further exploration of what
is being done.
Types of Health Teaching Being Carried Can
Other information about patient-centered health teaching eiicited by the questionnaire, included the type of health teaching
being done.

The categories listed in the questionnaire were: indi

vidualized teaching of principles of healthful living, individualiz
ed teaching pertaining to the patient#s illness, and group teaching.
All of the hospitals which reported planned health teaching
program, specified the types of teaching they were doing*

Of the

18 nursing homes and sanitariums reporting, 17 specified the types
being done; and four of the five rest home-type facilities doing
patient-centered health teaching, reported this item.

The findings

are tabulated in Table VI.
Analysis of the data shown on the table, indicates approx
imately one-half of the health teaching being done, is primarily in
dividualized teaching pertaining to the patient’s illness.

Use second

largest group is individualized teaching of principles of healthful
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TABLE VI
WH$ OF HEALTH TEACH IHG PROCRAMS
IN A* S* I* MEDICAL INSTITUTIONS

Type of
Jfcal th
Te;achi»g
Program

Hospitals
<65

Arsing
Hones
Sent, tariusis
U7)

Rest Homes
ComraSescent
Hanes
Soarding
ftones

Total

(4)

Indi vi dii a! ize d
Teaching of
Principles of
Healthful living

6

n

2

16

Individualized
Teaching
Pertaining to
Patient*$
Illness

6

12

4

22

C3ra«p Teaching

2

6

0

8

MOTBj

Institutional administrators checked more than one
type of health teaching program*

50
living*

Group teaching accounts for approximately 17 per cent of

the total*

Hospitals appear to be doing a higher per cent of in

dividualized teaching of principles of healthful living in propor
tion to their total programs* than do the other t^o kinds of institutions.

Nursing homes are doing more group teaching in proportion

t© their total programs than hospitals or rest homes are doing*
the relative ease with which individualized teaching pertain
ing to the patient’s illness is done, together with the patient’s
receptivity to this type of teaching, probably explains why more in
stitutions in all three groups are doing this type of teaching.
Methods of Health teaching
Other data related to health teaching program, gathered from
the questionnaire, included the methods of health teaching being
used by the institutions*
information*

A total of 25 institutions supplied this

Hi© categories included: health demonstrations for pat

ients, health films, visual aids (including posters), health liter
ature, radio broadcasting of programs based on health, and an openended category, entitled "other," Table Vli shows the distribution
of methods indicated by type of institution*
It is interesting to note that most of the institutions were
using health literature to achieve their health teaching objectives*
Hie next most widely used method was teaching by films, followed by
broadcasting health information,

Hie method least utilized by the

institutions surveyed was health demonstrations.

One "write-in”

specified planned recreation or occupational therapy as a method
of health teaching.; but it is not known if this therapy was actually
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TA3L8 VII
MBTiJODS USED IN PATIENT-CENTERED
HEALTH TEACHING PEOTAMS

Methods of
Health
Teaching

Hospitals
(5)

Nursing
Hosses
Sanitariums
<16 )

Rest Bones
Convalescent
Homes
Boarding
Hdmmi

Total

(4)

Broadcasting
Health Programs

1

9

0

10

Health
Demonstrations for
Patients

2

4

0

6

Health Films

2

7

2

11

Health Literature

5

U

2

18

Visual aids, post
ers

1

6

1

8

NOTE;

Institutional administrators checked more than one
method of health teaching as applicable.
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health centered*

The relative ease with which these various meth

ods are used, probably accounts for the distribution cf the data.
Health literature is usually self-explanatory, and can be used to
sows advantage by relatively unskilled workersf while health, demon
strations require not only more technical knowledge, but also more
skill in delivery, or presentation.
Health Teaching Materials Desired
In reply to a question asking vfa&t specially adapted health
teaching materials administrators would have an interest in using.
eight hospitals, 22 nursing homes, and 11 of the rest home-type in
stitutions responded.

Table VIII shows the kind and number of health

teaching materials which the three types of institutions signified
an interest in using.

Analysis of the data reveals a higher percent-

age of rest homes reporting an interest in health teaching materials
than either of the other two groups.

Of the IS institutions In this

group, 11 institutions, or 61 per cent indicated an interest in these
materials.

Hospitals shewed an interest in 38 per cent of their re

sponses; and nursing homes reported a 38.5 per cent interest.
Interpretation of this data might suggest the possibility of
more health teaching in all types of institutions if desirable health
teaching materials were made available.

More institutions indicated

an interest in health teaching materials, than reported doing health
teaching at the present time.

This data may also be interpreted

in relation to the amount of time available for health teaching in
the three types of institutions.

As was pointed out earlier, pat-

ients in rest homes usually require much less nursing care than do
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TABLE VIII
HEALTH TEiVCHING mTMU&S DB.SJABD
BY A. 3. I. rTOIC/\L INSTITUTICKS

Health

Hospitals

Te^ichiuf

Mirsing

<S)

Sanitariums
(22)

Materials

Rest Hosies,
Convalescent
Homes
Boarding >tones
<U)

Total

Anything avail
able

1

4

0

5

Hroadcasting
Materials for
Radio or Tape

2

3

0

5

Broadcasting
Materials « T*V*

2

0

0

2

JfiiXrns

4

14

.2

20

Health Vibrkshop

0

1

0

1

5
2

7
1

3
6

15
9

2

X

1

4

Occupational Ther
apy materials*

0

2

2

4

Visual aids,
Testers

3

8

1

12

Warship program
Materials Health centered

0

0

0

0

1% itten or other
Materials for
Health Demonstra
te oils

0

3

15

1€

II ter attire
General health
Relating to i&et
Relating to
patient illness

Centered in patient's health problem.
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do p&t£ent9 is ttm other two types of institutions.

Thus, employ

ees* even though there night be fewer of them, might have more time
to do patient teaching.
Kursitig hone patients tend to be bedfast* end mm require
complete bed care including feeding of the patient md giving In
continent care.

these patients are probably less able to respond

to health educational efforts.

Hospital patients tend to be institu

tionalised generally in the acute stages of illness only, giving a
relatively short time for teaching.
More institutions specified, an interest in literature thm
in my other hind of health teaching materials.

Interest in films

was second, followed by interest in visual, aids and posters.

It is

interesting to note that two Institutions displayed m interest in
materials for closed circuit television broadcasting*
The degree of skill required by employees who are available
to use the different kinds of materials, as well as, the physical
construction of the facility Cie * * radio and television set-ups),
probably account for the distribution of choices.

F&rticularly is

this applicable to literature, which may be used to advantage by
all employees.
IV.

SUMMARY

Of the 101 institutions whose administrators participated in
the survey, approximately 50 per cent represented nursing homesj
20 per cent hospitals, and. the rest of the responses vmze divided
among rest homes and other similar type facilities*

Five of the

55
jcttitrus were unusable •
Tim institutions were located in 29 states.

Approximately

half of the* were licensed for 26-59 beds? and patient occupancy
was reported Mgber in nursing homes and rest homes, than hospitals.
Iraployee-patient ratios were highest in hospitals; and lowest in
rest home-type facilities.

These data were interpreted to show a

relationship between these ratios and the amount of skilled nursing
care required by patients in the three kinds of institutions.
Approximately 30 per cent of the institutions in each group
reported carrying on planned patient-centered health teaching oregrams.

Murse-patieat ratios were higher in nursing hemes and rest

homes which had planned health teaching programs than in those which
did not; but were lower in hospitals reporting health teaching pro
grams than in hospitals with no health teaching programs.
Most ©f the institutions in which health teaching was being
done reported individualized teaching pertaining to the patient’s
illness as the type of teaching being used,

A larger number of in-

stitutions were using literature for health teaching than any other
method.

The degree of skill required to utilize a type or method

and the amount of time available for health teaching, probably account for the distribution shown.
An interest in health teaching materials was reported by 41
institutions.

The highest interest appeared to be in health liter

ature, followed by interest in films and other visual aids,

More

institutions reported an interest in health teaching materials than
are now carrying on health teaching programs.

CR4PTBR V

swmmrt oowotmims Am

rbcommbmimttoms

This chapter of the thesis contains an overview of the prob
lem, the methodology used, and the findings.

Conclusions, based

upon these findings, are enumerated, and followed by recommendations
of the investigator.
I.

SUMMARY CP STUDY

The purpose of this study was to find out what patient-cent
ered health teaching programs are currently being carried on in med
ical institutions belonging to the Association of Seventh-day Advent
ist Self-Supporting Institutions.
Although the value of the hospital as an educational institu
tion for teaching the health professions has been increasingly recog
nized, its value as a setting for patient-centered health teaching
has been, until recently, largely overlooked.

Seventh-day Adventists

advocated a century ago, the establishment of a sanitariu® to care
for patients and provide health education for them.

As a result of

the writings of Ellen G. hhite, a church leader, many sanitariums and
hospitals have been established throughout the world, dedicated to
provide scientific care of patients and health guidance for them.
A survey was made of the health teaching programs in 127
A. S. 1, medical institutions to find out the type and scope of pat
ient-centered teaching being carried on.
56

Since this number repre-
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sent3 all of the A* $* I* nediotl iostitoti00s# it raight be said
that ao intact group was the sample.
in 29 states*

The institutions were located

The descriptive-stinrey method of research was chosen

for this study, utilising the direct-mail tyiestionnaire tectmi<|ise*
The questionnaire^ develo^d with t!ie objectives of the study in
mind, was adapted to the interest and knowledge of the institution
al administrators to whom, it was sent*

Of 127 questionnaires mail

ed, 101 responses were received*
The findings were tabulated, analysed and interpreted*

Some

of the findings were j
1*

Of the 101 institutions ivhose administrators p&tticipat-

ed in the survey, approximately 50 per cent represented nursing homes
and smitiiriums; 30 per cent represented hospitals 5 and tlie rest of
the responses were divided mmg rest Homes and otter similar type
facilities*

Hvc of the questionnaires were unusable due to closure

of the institution or non-member ship in the A. S* I*
2*

tespitals tended to be licensed, for more beds than nursing

homes or rest homes $ but occupancy was higher in the nursing home and
rest home groups.
3*

/Approximately 30 per cent of each group of institutions

reported planned patient-centered health teaching programs being car
ried on.
4*

Bmployee-patlent ratios were highest in hospitals, follow

ed by nursing homes and sanitariums, and then rest homes*
5.

Nurse-patient ratios were higher in nursing homes and rest

hoses which had planned health teaching programs, than in those which
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did not* Registered nurse-patient ratios were lo^’er in hospitals
reporting SieaJ.th teaching prograss than in those without such programs*
6*

Most of the institutions doing patient-centered .health

teaching, reported individualized teaching pertaining to the patient*#
illness as the type of teaching used*
7*

h larger snsaber of institutions were using health litera

ture in patient teaching, than any other method*
8*

Interest in health teaching materials was indicated by more

institutions in all three groups than wtte presently carrying on plan
ned patient-centered health teaching programs*

The highest interest

appeared to ‘be in health literature, followed by interest in films and
other visual aids*
II.

OMXUSIOMS

Hie following conclusions are based upon the findings ©f this
study.
Fulfillment of A, S* I, objectives for improvement of patients*
health through the medium of planned patient-centered health teaching
programs presents a challenge to institutional administrators, person
nel md the governing board of the association*

At the present time

only one-third of A, S, I. medical institutions are carrying on pl&nmd patient-centered health teaching programs.

This finding does

not indicate the institutions are adequately meeting their objectives.
More institutions are interested in patient-centered health
teaching than are now carrying on such program®*

It is therefore.
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concluded that

institutions wild

in patient-centered

health teaching programs if leadership and suitable health teaching
Materials were mad# available.
Individualised teaching pertaining to the patient*® illness
appears to fee the type of health teaching most readily adaptable for
use in the types of medical institutions studied.
Although literaturet on all aspects of health, seems to be
preferred above other types of health teaching mterials, many insti
tutions would use I'sealth films and other vi anal aids if they were
made available.
From the standpoint of available qualified personnel for health
teaching, hospitals appear to have & greater potential than other types
of institutions, as their registered purse-patient ratio is higher
than that in either of the other two groups.

However, this advant-

age is offset in nursing homes and rest homes fey the fact that oc
cupancy in these groans is higher than in hospital$ $ and their pat
ients tend to be hospitalised longer than hospital patients.
There appeared to be little relationship between rmrse-patietit
ratios and the presence or absence of planned health teaching pro
grams in hospitals#
The survey may have served to help institutional administra
tors become more aware of the need for planned patient-centered
health teaching programs in A, S* I* medical institutions.
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III. RECoMMENmnoNS
Based upon the findings and conclusions of this study, the
following recommendations are suggested for developing and broadening the scope of patient-centered health education programs in A. S. I.
medical institutions.
1.

Since the improvement of patient health through education

is an objective of A. S. I. medical institutions, and in view of the
interest shown, it is suggested that utilization of health leader
ship in the governing board of the A. S. I. might prove helpful.
2.

It is also suggested that thought might be given to the

possibility of securing the services of a person qualified in the
field of health education, to give consultation and leadership to
operators of A. S. I. medical institutions in developing and broad
ening the scope of health education for patients.

It may be possible

to obtain the services of the General Conference Health Educator, or
part-time services of another qualified person.
3.

Since the implementation of a planned patient-centered

health teaching program is a responsibility of the administration,
it is suggested that programming should come through the adminis
trators.
4,

It is further recommended that patient-centered health

education materials which are now available to medical institutions
be given increased emphasis through the medium of the organization’s
publications, and at the biennial conventions of the A. S* I.
5.

To assist administrators and personnel to utilize avail

able resources to the best advantage in health education, it is
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suggested that thought be given to conducting health ^orksl^ons at
the organisation’s biennial conventions*
6.

It is also suggested that a study to evaluate the effect

iveness of patient-centered health teaching programs now being car
ried on in A* S* I, medical institutions, might aid in giving direct
ion to future planning in the field*
?«

If a program of health leadership is instituted in the

A. $* X*# a follow-up evaluation of this prograss is recowsiended*
It is hoped that this study will serve to encourage adminis
trators of medical institutions which are now carrying on planned
patient-centered health teaching programs, and will stimulate all
members of the organisation to develop and. broaden the scope of
health education for patients*
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX I
LETTER TO SECSlETARY-TREASURER
P. 0# 8ox 26?
Loma Linda, California
September 24, 1%2
Secretary-Treasurer
Association of Seventh-day Adventist Self-Sunnorting Institutions
General Conference of Seventli-day Adventists
Takom? Park 12, D* C*
Dear
In fulfi11 ment of a part of the requirements for the faster of Science
degree at Loma Linda University, I
writing a thesis, the topic of
which is concerned with Seventh-day Adventist self-supporting institu
tions.
I m greatly interested in the health teaching programs being car
ried out in the medical institutions belonging to the Association ©f
Seventh-day Adventist Self-Supporting Institutions. I also thought,
that perhaps a survey of these programs might prove helpful to the par
ticipating institutions.
I have enclosed a sample letter and copy of the questionnaire which I
plan to mail to the ASI secretaries, enlisting their support in the
project. May I have your support in carrying out the study?
Materials which I have collected, still seem to be deficient in the
early history of the organisation, such as, first officers, first
members and the original dates. If this material is available, I
would greatly appreciate having the use of it, I do have ^Tfee Story
of the ASI,H and your current article in the church paper*
If you have any suggestions in regard to the study, I would be hap
py to have them* I will be eagerly awaiting your reply.
Very sincerely yours.
Marian t. Hamilton, (Mrs.)

APPENDIX II
LETTER TO A* $. I, SECRETARIES
P. 0« Box 267
Loma Ilnda# Calif*
October 22, 1962

<Nan»e of A* $. I» Secretary)
(Church conference)
(Street and Number)
(City and State)
Dear

s

Poll owing tay correspondence with Elder iifesley Amandsen, and in
partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Master of Scien
ce degree at Loma Linda University, I am siting a thesis concern
ing the health education don© in self-supporting Institutions*
Use enclosed sample questionnaire is a part ©f a survey of health
teaching programs currently being carried out in medical institu
tions which are members of the Association of Seventh-day Adventist
Self-Supporting Institutions.
I would greatly appreciate any support which you, as a secretary of
the association, could give to this project*
A report of the study will be available to participating institu
tions if they desire to have it*
X would be happy to have any suggestions which you might make with
regard t© the study*
Very sincerely yours.

(Mrs.) Marian L. Hamilton, R. N.

APTBmiX tn

tMtrm to Afmmgmxms
P* O* Sex ^>7
IjOiqS lind&t Calif.

{«to>?er 25, 1%2
(Nasse of ;'«Swiif?i*trator)
(H^ae of IiiStitutitvfi)
(Street
!taber)
(City and State)
Dear

*

Enclosed is a survey <fa€stiormaire to gather data on health teach
ing in self-sti|jr>orting institutions. It is Important to find out
vflmt you and oti^r A. S* 1. administrators feel to be useful in
ktalth education* through your partieipatio®. It is hoped that re
sults. of this study will provide ideas that might be shared with
administrators* and that health educators in the denomination will
$eiit an interest in preparation ©f progtam materials for health
teaching in seif-supporting institutions*
This study Is conducted in fulfillment of the requirements for a
Master of -Science degree at loma Linda JMlversity. faue to certain
time limits which must be iMit* I wuld greatly appreciate your fil
ling out the questionnaire and. returning it to me. by Hoveiibec 5.

Very sincerely yours.
(Nrs.) Marian u Hamilton, r. n*

APPENDIX IV
FOU O^UP LETTER TO NON-RBSK)N0BNT$
P* 0. Box 267
toma Linda, Calif*
November 23, 1962
(Name of Administrator)
(Name of Institution)
(Street and Number)
(City and State)
Dear

!

To date I have not received your completed questionnaire, which
was sent you as a part of a survey of health teaching programs
being carried on in institutions belonging to the Association of
Seventh-day Adventist Self-Supporting Institutions,
I am most anxious to have your participation.
In the event that the first questionnaire has been mislaid, I m
enclosing another copy for your convenience*
If you have already mailed the questionnaire, please disregard
this letter*
Very sincerely yours.
(Mrs.) Marian L* Hamilton, R* M,

^ Survey of Current Health Teaching
Prograhis in Medical Institutions
Belonging to the Seventh-day Adventist
Association of Self-Supporting Insti
tutions.

APPENDIX V

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Sections A and B - Complete all items.
Section C - Complete all items in the
section appropriate to this establish
ment.
Section D - Complete all items.

Please return the completed form
within five days to:
Marian L. Hamilton
P.0. Boit 267
Loma Linda, Calif.

SECTION A - FOR ALL ESTABLISHMENTS
DESCRIPTION OF ESTABLISHMENT - Please read all of the classes listed below, then
place an "X" in the box opposite the class which BEST describes this establishment.
1.

HOSPITAL

2.

OTHER ESTABLISHMENTS WHICH PROVIDE NURSING, PERSONAL OR DOMICILIARY
CARE. . . . (Please check type in this class.)

I a*

b.
c.
d.
e.

1 f.

Nursing Home
Convalescent Home
Rest Home
Boarding Home
Home for Crippled Children
Other (Please describe)___

3- f

Number of Beds for which institution is licensed.

4.

Average Daily number of persons cared for or treated.

SECTION B - EMPLOYEES
1.

Number of PAID employees (Include all persons who usually x^ork 15
or more hours a week in this establishment.)
a.

Number of physicians...................................................................................

b.

Number of Registered Nurses ...................................................................

c.

Number of Licensed Practical (Vocational) Nurses

........................

d.

Number of other attendants (giving patient care)

........................

e.

Number of all other employees including administrative
personnel, clerical and office workers and custodial workers. .

r*

Total number of employees

...................................................................

Page 1

Full
Time

Part
Time

SECTION C - HEALTH TEACHING
1.

Does this establishment have a planned HEALTH TEACHING program for patients?
Yes
If answer is "Yes" complete numbers 2,3,4 below.
No
If answer is "No" skip to number 4.

2.

Indicate the Type or Types of HEALTH TEACHING described below.
(More than one may be checked.)

3.

4.

a.

Individualized teaching of Principles of Healthful Living.

b.

Individualized teaching pertaining to the patient's illness
(Rehabilitation and/or prevention)...............................................

c.

Group teaching

...................................................................................

Indicate the Method or Methods of HEALTH TEACHING described below.
(More than one may be checked.)
a.

Health demonstrations for the patients (Planned)

b.

Health films

c.

Visual aids, posters

d.

Health literature .

e.

Broadcasting, worship and radio programs based on Health

f.

Other (Please describe)____________________________________

...............................................................

What Health Teaching materials specially adapted for use in Self-Supporting
work would you have an interest in using?__________________________ __________

SECTION D - FOR ALL ESTABLISHMENTS
1.

Would you like to have a report of this study?

Ye si

No f
2.

Signature of person completing this form

(Optional)

3.

Title of person completing this forin

(Optional)

4.

Date form completed and returned
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LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY
Graduate School

A SURVEY OF PATIENT-CENTERED HEALTH TEACHING
PROGRAMS IN A SELECTED GROUP
OF MEDICAL INSTITUTIONS
by
Marian Davenport Hamilton

An Abstract of a
Thesis in Partial Fulfillment of the
Requirements for the Degree Master of Science

August, 1963

fist putoi this study wss to find out wteat patitsf-cetit©ir^d health teaching pzogxm* at® correctly being carried on in med
ical institutions belonging to the Association of Seventh-day .Ad
ventist Self-Supporting Institutions,

This organisation is composed

of representatives of the General Conference of the church and rep
resentatives of various private enterprises,

t&jectives of medical

institutions belonging to this organisation include care of the sick,
and the improvement of patients* health through education of the
patient.
A descriptive survey included all A, S, I, medical institutions
licensed for overnight care of patients.
cated in 29 states,

These institutions were lo

Ihe survey was accomplished through the technique

of a attestiofinaire mailed directly to institutional, administrators*
mid accompanied by an explanatory letter inviting their participation.
Of 127 questionnaire® mailed, 101 responses mt€ received.
Hursing bosses and sanitariums represented approximately 50 per
cent of institutions responding to the questionnaire; hospitals rep
resented M per cent; and the rest of the responses ^ere divided among
rest homes and other similar type facilities*

Hospitals tended to be

licensed for more bods than nursing homes or rest homes; but occupancy
was higher in the nursing home and rent home groups*
Approximately one-third of the institutions in all three groups

ii

"OR!L*BRAT?Y
r^c^rrY
■;■■'

-'A

reported planned patient-centered health teaching programs being
carried on*

individualized teaching pertaining to the patient *8

illness appeared to he the type of teaching most cewsotily need*

A

larger number of institutions were using health literature for teach
ing than vnre using any other method.

There appeared to be little

relationship betveen registered nurse-patient ratios and the presence
of planned patient-centered health teaching programs in hospitals*
Nurse-patient ratios were much higher in nursing homes and rest homes
which vere doing health teaching, than in those which were not*
More institutions reported an interest in health education
materials than are actually carrying on planned health teaching programs at the present time*

it %*m concluded that more institutions

would engage in such programs if leadership in the field of health
education together with suitable health teaching materials were made
available*
Interest in health education, shown by administrators of A* S •—
I* medical institutions* indicates the possibility for development
of a stronger and more effective program of patient-centered health
education through the medium of planned leadership and individual
participation.
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